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While SCORE is best-known for assisting new businesses, working with clients who are already in business can 
provide more meaningful counseling both for the counselor and for the local business community. It is usually 
easier to have a significant impact on key success factors such as employment numbers and profitability while 
working with existing businesses. Working with in-business clients also frequently leads to regular counseling 
over longer periods of time.  

 

Materials Should Target In-business Clients 

There are a number of marketing practices that have been used successfully by SCORE chapters to attract in-
business clients. One of the simplest is to make sure that all of your marketing materials clearly communicate 
that SCORE counselors work with in-business clients as well as start-ups. You may also want to create a special 
brochure promoting the work that your chapter does with existing businesses. Mentioning a couple of success 
stories can be helpful here—using a client’s name if permission is granted or just mentioning the type of 
counseling that was performed to show its relevance to counseling an in-business client. 

 

Form Alliances with Business Organizations 

Developing strong relationships with local partners is another means of attracting in-business clients. These can 
be with professional networking groups, such as the Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO), Young 
Entrepreneurs Organization (YEO) and the World Entrepreneurs Organization. Be sure that members of such 
organizations are aware that a SCORE mentor is available to help them. 

 

Another local partner that can lead you to existing businesses is the Chamber of Commerce. Take advantage of 
Chamber networking functions and use inserts in Chamber newsletters to get the word out to potential in-
business clients. Banks, attorneys and accountants are other local contacts that can steer existing businesses to 
SCORE when they are aware of your ability to help their clients. Cultivate these local relationships by inviting 
their representatives to speak at your monthly meetings. 

 

Offer Advisory & Peer-Exchange Groups  

Another successful technique is to create an Existing Business Counseling Practice as a special part of your 
overall counseling program. Develop teams of counselors who can work with clients in whatever specific areas 



 

they need help, such as cash flow, record keeping, marketing or public relations. Each business is assigned a team 
of SCORE counselors.  

 

Establish Peer Exchange Groups where a number of key executives of existing businesses get together on a 
regular basis to share ideas. If your market allows, develop several groups where you identify some common 
interest that makes the contributions of the individual participants especially valuable to the other members. 
SCORE counselors can facilitate these groups and help with arrangements regarding discussion topics and time 
and place for meetings.  

 

Be Visible in Places Where Business Owners Congregate 

And finally, participate in local business fairs where most of the attendees are existing businesses. Having a 
booth at such functions allows you not only to get your SCORE brochures in the hands of potential in-business 
clients, but actually provides an opportunity to demonstrate your effectiveness in such counseling by answering 
questions on a one-on-one basis. 


